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Shape Up!

Geometric Abstraction

Visualizing the
Geometric World

Geometric abstraction is a form of art making that
places simple geometric shapes into nonillusionistic
spaces, with the resulting composition often
resembling nothing in nature. Rather than paint
traditional subjects like portraits or landscapes, the
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artists who pioneered geometric abstraction preferred
to focus on shapes and their dynamic relationships
in unrecognizable contexts. The move away from
Renaissance-era perspectives—or paintings with
space that appeared to recede—was an important
departure for artists who sought to emphasize the
two-dimensionality of the canvas and endeavored to
explore spatial relationships through geometric forms.
As such, a new pictorial language emerged in the
early twentieth century and has continued through

M

athematics and art have teamed up for millennia to

the present day.

bring about some of the most important discoveries,

Artists in this section of the exhibition represent a wide

technological advancements, and artwork ever created.

variety of approaches to geometric abstraction. In the

Although young learners in today’s classroom often

lithographic print Four Pyramids (figure 2), Alexander

move between distinct spaces for the study of mathematics and the

Calder depicted four basic volumes composed

practice of art, the two fields have historically been paired to produce

of tilted, touching, and overlapping triangles in a

radical results. This thirtieth annual Sheldon Statewide exhibition

nondescript white space. By varying the placement

features projects that blur the boundary between these disciplines,

and scale of the triangles, he invited viewers to

and speak to the potential for productive partnerships.

interpret the flat shapes as three-dimensional forms.
With apparent ease, he made the triangles look like
pyramids, playfully pointing out our tendency to look
for illusionistic space on flat surfaces. This tendency
is teased out again in Balcomb Greene’s Monument
to Light, a painting made of lines and planes that
strongly reference the three-dimensional volume of
an interior space.
Contemporary artists Hadieh Shafie and Marjorie
Mikasen share as keen an interest in geometry as their

Figure 1
Felice Beato and James Robertson, The Pyramids, Egypt, c. 1855

historical peers, Calder and Greene. Shafie chooses
one shape, the circle, and one form, the cylinder. Both

Figure 2
Alexander Calder, Four Pyramids, c. 1971

appear repeatedly, though never identically, an effect
that creates a nearly hypnotic optical experience. In
Marjorie Mikasen’s painting (figure 3), we see a wider
variety of geometric shapes and references than
in Shafie’s piece. Mikasen has interpreted scientific
textbooks and their illustrations through a meticulous
process of taping, painting, and layering. Her precision
mirrors that of the scientists from whom she takes her
inspiration.

Geometry and the
Built Environment
Moving from geometric abstraction to functional
applications of geometry, the artists in this section
engage with architecture and engineering through
photographic documentation. In each field,
mathematics and aesthetics are brought into accord
to perform specific useful tasks, such as giving
humans shelter, transporting cargo across the planet,
or commemorating important events in our vast
history. In support of these tasks, geometry is called
into action, and artists were there to document.
Felice Beato and James Robertson were known
for their photographs of the Mediterranean region
and East Asia. While in Egypt in the mid-nineteenth
century, they used the new technology of the period
to document how contemporary Egyptians lived
alongside the remnants of an ancient civilization. The
photograph presents a relationship of scale similar
to those of the Romantic landscape paintings of the
American West, with its human subjects appearing
miniscule and irrelevant in comparison to the
expansive landscape and its monumental structures.
Figure 3
Marjorie Mikasen, Action Potential, 2005

Eighty years after Beato and Robertson travelled
to the ancient pyramids, Margaret Bourke-White

Figure 4
Margaret Bourke-White, Steel Lines, Fort Peck, Montana, 1936

photographed industrial building projects and

to New Mexico. No longer associated solely with the

presented them as symbols of power. After joining the

urban plan of the city, the ever-repeating nature of the

staff of Life magazine, Bourke-White was assigned

grid could represent the expansive environment of the

to document the construction of the Fort Peck Dam,

desert to which she now responded through art.

a Depression-era WPA project that would eventually
result in the largest hydraulically filled dam in the

John Pfahl’s photograph of cracked earth underneath

United States. In this photograph, a colossal steel

a delicate blue lattice contains formal similarities to

cylinder buzzes like a hive, filled with workers clinging

Martin’s print, in that they both contain a grid (figure 5).

to its metallic supports (figure 4).

Rather than respond to his environment, as Martin did
in New Mexico, Pfahl’s aim was to point out the ways in

In these photographs, the hulking geometries of the

which the environment is made to respond to humans.

pyramid and steel cylinder dwarf the humans. Though

Similarly, Kim Abeles employed the combination of

born from the minds of architects and engineers and

grid and nature to challenge the naïve assumption that

built on the backs of countless laborers, the structures

the sky is always blue (figure 6). Using a viewfinder,

appear superhuman in scale and presence. Solid and

Abeles chose a single point in the sky to paint for sixty

unyielding, the geometries of the built environment

days. She recorded the variation of color, frequently

contain, support, define, and outlive their human

omitting blue altogether to recreate the sky over

makers.

smog-covered Los Angeles.
Finally in this section, Walter Blakelock Wilson painted

Geometry and the
Natural Environment

the geometric effect industrialized agriculture has

It is common to use mathematics to understand the

the expansive flatness of the plains, divided into

built environment. Less common, however, is the use

quadrangular and triangular sections reflective of

of geometry to understand nature’s unpredictable

generations of farm ownership and historic land

irregularities. This section of the exhibition features the

divisions.

made on the prairie. Though not strictly adhering
to the regularity of the grid, the painting shows

exploratory and experimental projects of artists who
use the geometric grid in their efforts to understand,
order, or represent the natural world.

The Geometricized Body

Agnes Martin’s silkscreen print On a Clear Day offers

Shifting from the natural environment to the most

the viewer a grid that is nineteen cells high by twelve

immediate subject imaginable, the final section

cells across. The background is a delicate tan, and the

in Shape Up! explores the relationships between

lines of the grid are an earthen brown. Martin made

geometry and the human body.

this print in 1973 while living in Cuba, New Mexico.

Figure 5
John Pfahl, Blue Grid, Pembroke, New York (from the Altered Landscapes portfolio), 1977

Though she began making her grids among the dense

Pablo Picasso and Fernand Léger were among the

concrete network of streets and avenues of New York

first to reimagine the human form by replacing limbs

City, she continued using the motif long after moving

and torsos with regular and recognizable shapes like

Figure 6
Kim Abeles, WALLET SIZE SKY: 60 Days of Los Angeles Sky Patch (View to the East), 1995

cylinders, cones, and triangles (figure 7). More recently,
Chuck Close, famous for his large-scale photorealistic
portraits (figure 8), turned to geometry to complete
his monumental likenesses. The grid organizes the
composition into rows and columns and regulates
the incremental change in value from light to dark.
Sculptor Joel Shapiro also considered the body in
terms of simplified geometric volumes. Shapiro’s
sculpture engages relationships of scale and solid
forms that acknowledge and defy gravity.
Today the dominant voices in education emphasize
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
However, the artwork in this exhibition is evidence that
these disciplines benefit when connected through
creative collaboration. Whether superimposing
grids over nature, or inscribing human bodies within
volumes, the artists in Shape Up! illustrate the many
ways in which these fields converge and forge a path
for interdisciplinary partnerships.

Figure 7
Pablo Picasso, Femme Assise (Dora Maar), 1943

Figure 8
Chuck Close, Phil (from the MoMA Rubberstamp portfolio), 1976
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Kim Abeles
born Richmond Heights, MO 1952
WALLET SIZE SKY: 60 Days of Los
Angeles Sky Patch (View to the East)
Acrylic on paper, leather wallet, 1995
3 ½ x 9 inches
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Anna
R. and Frank M. Hall Charitable Trust,
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Francis Bacon
Dublin, Ireland 1909–Madrid, Spain 1992
Triptych Inspired by the Oresteia
of Aeschylus
Color lithograph, 1981
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University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Olga N.
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James Robertson
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Yokohama, Japan 1888
The Pyramids, Egypt
Albumen print, c. 1855
9 9⁄16 x 11 15⁄16 inches
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Anna
R. and Frank M. Hall Charitable Trust,
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Margaret Bourke-White
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Gelatin silver print, 1936; printed later
11 x 14 inches
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R. and Frank M. Hall Charitable Trust,
H-2152.1976
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Lawnton, PA 1898–New York, NY 1976
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Color lithograph, c. 1971
29 7⁄16 x 43 inches
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of
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Chuck Close
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Phil (from the MoMA Rubberstamp
portfolio)
Lithograph, 1976
6 ⅞ x 5 ½ inches
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Anna
R. and Frank M. Hall Charitable Trust,
H-3074.4.1998

Buckminster Fuller
Milton, MA 1895–Los Angeles, CA 1983
Multiplication Only By Division
(from Synergetics Folio)
Screen print, 1977
36 ⅛ x 24 ⅛ inches
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of
Leandro P. Rizzuto, U-5628.3.2011

Balcomb Greene
Niagara Falls, NY 1904–Mountauk Point,
NY 1990
Monument to Light
Oil on canvas, 1942
50 x 34 inches
Nebraska Art Association, Thomas C.
Woods Memorial, N-141.1962

Sol LeWitt
Hartford, CT 1928–New York, NY 2007
Incomplete Open Cube (5/14)
(Incomplete Cube)
Architectural aluminum tubing with
silicone paint, 1974
41 ½ x 41 ½ x 41 ½ inches
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Olga N.
Sheldon Acquisition Trust, U-3744.1985
Sheldon exhibition only; not traveling
Agnes Martin
Macklin, Saskatchewan, Canada 1912–
Taos, NM 2004
On a Clear Day
Screen print, 1973
8 1/4 x 8 1/4 inches
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Anna
R. and Frank M. Hall Charitable Trust,
H-2906.1990
Marjorie Mikasen
born Chicago, IL 1959
Action Potential
Acrylic on canvas, 2005
40 x 56 inches
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Helen Y.
Thomson Fund, U-5475.2006

Min | Day: E.B. Min and Jeffrey L. Day
Pneumad
Mixed media , 2014
125 x 282 x 180 inches
On loan from Min | Day
Sheldon exhibition only; not traveling
Fernand Léger
Argentan, France 1881–
Gif-sur-Yvette, France 1955
Frontispiece of L’illustre Thomas Wilson
Color lithograph, 1947
7 ⅛ x 4 ⅝ inches
Nebraska Art Association, Jean Rathburn
Faulkner Memorial, N-737.1992

mdMOD: E.B. Min and Jeffrey L. Day
Soft Stones
Mixed media, 2014
16 x 42 x 54 inches
On loan from mdMOD
Sheldon exhibition only; not traveling
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Dye transfer print, 1977
7 ¾ x 10 ⅛ inches
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Pablo Picasso
Málaga, Spain 1881–Mougins, France 1973
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Etching, 1943
9 ⅝ x 5 ⅛ inches
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, gift of
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Hadieh Shafie
born Tehran, Iran 1969
Cadmium Yellow, Naphthol Red
and Ultramarine Blue 1/1
Ink, acrylic, and paper with printed and
handwritten Farsi text, 2013
30 x 30 x 3 ½ inches
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Robert E.
Schweser and Fern Beardsley Schweser
Acquisition Fund, through the University
of Nebraska Foundation, U-6397.2013
Sheldon exhibition only; not traveling
Joel Shapiro
born New York, NY 1941
Untitled
Bronze, 1984
11 ⅛ x 6 ½ x 11 inches
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Olga N.
Sheldon Acquisition Trust, U-3780.1985
Walter Blakelock Wilson
Auburn, NY 1929–Tubac, AZ 2011
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Oil on canvas, 1974
30 x 40 inches
Nebraska Art Association Collection,
N-335.1975

